
Victim

Greyson Chance

Blank souls coming your way
What you gonna do when they call your name?

The heart breaker whispers round
What you gonna do when they call you insane?

You wanna feel the desire
Someone to take you higher
You wanna go all the way
You wanna go all the way

But baby you are loosing touch
The innocence ain't enough
You're gonna break away
You’re gonna break away

And damn, it's a feeling that I never had
The way you touch my lips

It’s a feeling that I never, I never had

When the heart breaks into two
Desire so brand new
Yeah, I never, I never thought I’d be your victim

Hey baby where’s your heart?
Did you leave it with your soul on the other side?

And all the lies that fade away
You just sit there swimming against your tide

Well I’m a victim baby
Damn, it’s a feeling that I’ve never had
The way you touch my lips

It’s a feeling that I’ve never, never had

When the heart breaks into two
Desire so brand new
Yeah I never, I never...

Who shall I blame?
Maybe the little pawn in your filthy game
I’m the victim
I’m the victim

If all is fair in love and war
I’m not going to fight no more
I’m the victim, I’m a victim
I’m a victim, baby

Shall I blame the little pawn in your filthy game?
I’m the victim

If all is fair in love in war
Then I’m not gonna to fight no more
I’m a victim, I’m the victim 
I’m a victim, baby



Whoa I’m a victim baby
Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh
Oh, I’m the victim
Whoa I’m a victim, baby
Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh
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